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Brian Therrell & Lindsey Derby

924 SE 10th Ct

Pompano Beach, FL 33060

RE: Public Hearing of Variance for Pompano Beach Real Estate Investments,

P&Z# 23-11000016

zoning@copbfl.com

To whom it may Concern:

I am writing to voice my strong opposition to the variance request referenced above. My reasons
are stated below pertaining the property on the eastern side of the Nancy canal in Cypress Lakes
Estates.

I believe you are in receipt of a legal opinion, authored by Attorney Robert S. Hackleman for the
defense of Mr. & Mr. Edmund Acardi (The Acardi’s). I have attached said opinion in the event you
have not received it. The legal opinion, authored for the Acardi’s, was presented to the City of
Pompano Beach in defense of the City’s action against The Acardi’s compelling them to construct
a seawall alongside the east side of the Nancy Canal, the canal that the variance is being
requested.

In the opinion, Acardi’s own counsel makes the case that The Acardi’s do not own the rights to the
access to the Nancy Canal, eliminating their responsibility to construct the seawall. It is interesting
that years later, now as the desire to build a dock (for purposes not quite clear at this point), now
believe they indeed have said rights to the waterway as it is in their current interest.

The of the ownership of the canal has been argued many times since the development of the
Cypress Lakes Estates community. However, in the attached opinion, it is clear that the applicants
knew and must know now, based on their own arguments from years prior, that their property is
essentially “landlocked”. It is the belief of many in our community that not only should the variance
not be permitted, but that the constriction of ANY mooring structure from Pompano Beach Real
Estate Investment property IS NOT permitted as they do not own the rights to the waterway. Any
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RE: Public Hearing of Variance for Pompano Beach Real Estate Investments, 

P&Z# 23-11000016

zoning@copbfl.com



To whom it may Concern:



I am writing to voice my strong opposition to the variance request referenced above. My reasons are stated below pertaining the property on the eastern side of the Nancy canal in Cypress Lakes Estates.



I believe you are in receipt of a legal opinion, authored by Attorney Robert S. Hackleman for the defense of Mr. & Mr. Edmund Acardi (The Acardi’s). I have attached said opinion in the event you have not received it. The legal opinion, authored for the Acardi’s, was presented to the City of Pompano Beach in defense of the City’s action against The Acardi’s compelling them to construct a seawall alongside the east side of the Nancy Canal, the canal that the variance is being requested.



In the opinion, Acardi’s own counsel makes the case that The Acardi’s do not own the rights to the access to the Nancy Canal, eliminating their responsibility to construct the seawall. It is interesting that years later, now as the desire to build a dock (for purposes not quite clear at this point), now believe they indeed have said rights to the waterway as it is in their current interest. 



The of the ownership of the canal has been argued many times since the development of the Cypress Lakes Estates community. However, in the attached opinion, it is clear that the applicants knew and must know now, based on their own arguments from years prior, that their property is essentially “landlocked”. It is the belief of many in our community that not only should the variance not be permitted, but that the constriction of ANY mooring structure from Pompano Beach Real Estate Investment property IS NOT permitted as they do not own the rights to the waterway. Any reference otherwise is fraudulent and an attempt to steal the rights to the Nancy Canal waterway.



The construction of this dock, as applied for, would SIGNIFICANLTY obstruct the ability of the property owners in the community who do indeed have rights to build docks along their properties and utilize the canal for access. Obstruction of this already limited canal will significantly reduce or negate our ability to navigate the canal. This presents irreparable harm and cannot be permitted.



The plans presented to the city state that the dock will allow the east property owner to utilize the canal for its intended purpose. There is no other way to understand that statement other than the eastern property owners desire to claim which they do not own. The Accardi’s own defense, in legal opinion presented, written years ago by their own counsel, clearly states they do not have access to that canal and were not responsible for its maintenance (which they have never done). The eastern property is landlocked and therefore cannot be described as its intended purpose of using the property for water access.



Lastly, a review of the wildlife and ecosystem has not been completed for the proposed area. The development of the proposed project in an area that has never been legally used for the purpose of water access by the eastern property would significantly alter the naturally developed ecosystem. Studies of the impact of the project would need to be done and reviewed before any construction begins.



In summation, the eastern property owners do not have  water access and never have, by their own admission. The variance proposed would significantly obstruct the current residents’ ability to navigate the Nancy canal and the development of the project would significantly harm the natural ecosystem that has developed over 50 years. The project is an attempt to claim property that is not owned by the eastern landowners of the Nancy Canal and must not be permitted. 



I strongly oppose the variance requested and the project wholly. The City of Pompano Beach must protect its residents in this matter and ensure that the Nancy Canal remains navigable for generations to come. 



Sincerely, 



Brian Therrell & Lindsey Derby



reference otherwise is fraudulent and an attempt to steal the rights to the Nancy Canal waterway.

The construction of this dock, as applied for, would SIGNIFICANLTY obstruct the ability of the
property owners in the community who do indeed have rights to build docks along their properties
and utilize the canal for access. Obstruction of this already limited canal will significantly reduce or
negate our ability to navigate the canal. This presents irreparable harm and cannot be permitted.

The plans presented to the city state that the dock will allow the east property owner to utilize the
canal for its intended purpose. There is no other way to understand that statement other than the
eastern property owners desire to claim which they do not own. The Accardi’s own defense, in
legal opinion presented, written years ago by their own counsel, clearly states they do not have
access to that canal and were not responsible for its maintenance (which they have never done).
The eastern property is landlocked and therefore cannot be described as its intended purpose of
using the property for water access.

Lastly, a review of the wildlife and ecosystem has not been completed for the proposed area. The
development of the proposed project in an area that has never been legally used for the purpose
of water access by the eastern property would significantly alter the naturally developed
ecosystem. Studies of the impact of the project would need to be done and reviewed before any
construction begins.

In summation, the eastern property owners do not have water access and never have, by their
own admission. The variance proposed would significantly obstruct the current residents’ ability to
navigate the Nancy canal and the development of the project would significantly harm the natural
ecosystem that has developed over 50 years. The project is an attempt to claim property that is
not owned by the eastern landowners of the Nancy Canal and must not be permitted.

I strongly oppose the variance requested and the project wholly. The City of Pompano Beach
must protect its residents in this matter and ensure that the Nancy Canal remains navigable for
generations to come.

Sincerely,

Brian Therrell & Lindsey Derby



























Brian Therrell & Lindsey Derby 
924 SE 10th Ct 
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RE: Public Hearing of Variance for Pompano Beach Real Estate Investments,  
P&Z# 23-11000016 
zoning@copbfl.com 
 
To whom it may Concern: 
 
I am wri�ng to voice my strong opposi�on to the variance request referenced above. My reasons are 
stated below pertaining the property on the eastern side of the Nancy canal in Cypress Lakes Estates. 
 
I believe you are in receipt of a legal opinion, authored by Atorney Robert S. Hackleman for the defense 
of Mr. & Mr. Edmund Acardi (The Acardi’s). I have atached said opinion in the event you have not 
received it. The legal opinion, authored for the Acardi’s, was presented to the City of Pompano Beach in 
defense of the City’s ac�on against The Acardi’s compelling them to construct a seawall alongside the 
east side of the Nancy Canal, the canal that the variance is being requested. 
 
In the opinion, Acardi’s own counsel makes the case that The Acardi’s do not own the rights to the access 
to the Nancy Canal, elimina�ng their responsibility to construct the seawall. It is interes�ng that years 
later, now as the desire to build a dock (for purposes not quite clear at this point), now believe they 
indeed have said rights to the waterway as it is in their current interest.  
 
The of the ownership of the canal has been argued many �mes since the development of the Cypress 
Lakes Estates community. However, in the atached opinion, it is clear that the applicants knew and must 
know now, based on their own arguments from years prior, that their property is essen�ally 
“landlocked”. It is the belief of many in our community that not only should the variance not be 
permited, but that the constric�on of ANY mooring structure from Pompano Beach Real Estate 
Investment property IS NOT permited as they do not own the rights to the waterway. Any reference 
otherwise is fraudulent and an atempt to steal the rights to the Nancy Canal waterway. 
 
The construc�on of this dock, as applied for, would SIGNIFICANLTY obstruct the ability of the property 
owners in the community who do indeed have rights to build docks along their proper�es and u�lize the 
canal for access. Obstruc�on of this already limited canal will significantly reduce or negate our ability to 
navigate the canal. This presents irreparable harm and cannot be permited. 
 
The plans presented to the city state that the dock will allow the east property owner to u�lize the canal 
for its intended purpose. There is no other way to understand that statement other than the eastern 
property owners desire to claim which they do not own. The Accardi’s own defense, in legal opinion 
presented, writen years ago by their own counsel, clearly states they do not have access to that canal 
and were not responsible for its maintenance (which they have never done). The eastern property is 
landlocked and therefore cannot be described as its intended purpose of using the property for water 
access. 



 
Lastly, a review of the wildlife and ecosystem has not been completed for the proposed area. The 
development of the proposed project in an area that has never been legally used for the purpose of 
water access by the eastern property would significantly alter the naturally developed ecosystem. 
Studies of the impact of the project would need to be done and reviewed before any construc�on 
begins. 
 
In summa�on, the eastern property owners do not have  water access and never have, by their own 
admission. The variance proposed would significantly obstruct the current residents’ ability to navigate 
the Nancy canal and the development of the project would significantly harm the natural ecosystem that 
has developed over 50 years. The project is an atempt to claim property that is not owned by the 
eastern landowners of the Nancy Canal and must not be permited.  
 
I strongly oppose the variance requested and the project wholly. The City of Pompano Beach must 
protect its residents in this mater and ensure that the Nancy Canal remains navigable for genera�ons to 
come.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Brian Therrell & Lindsey Derby 


